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Boosting the sensitivity of the nanopore
field-effect transistor to translocating single

molecules
Anne S. Verhulst, Dino Ruić, Kherim Willems, and Pol Van Dorpe

Abstract— Nano-scaling of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) field-
effect transistors (FETs) is exploited to benefit the interdisciplinary
field of single-molecule biosensing. While single-molecule DNA
sequencing is done successfully by ionic current sensing through
nanopores, the unambiguous characterization of more complex
single biomolecules, such as fast translocating proteins, remains
challenging with existing techniques. However, the nanopore-FET
(NP-FET), a device with a nanopore embedded within the channel
of the FET, is a promising new device detecting the motion of
a molecule through the nanopore based on the transistor’s elec-
tronic current. This nano-scale FET-based approach enables next-
generation single-molecule sensing by offering larger signals and
hence higher bandwidth, responding to a key challenge of detecting fast translocating molecules, and by offering denser
electronic system packing and therefore more parallel sensing. However, the sensitivity of the nanopore-FET reported so
far was limited to about 30%. In this paper, we show that the inherent potential of this hybrid nanofluidic-nanoelectronic
device significantly exceeds the initial reportings by demonstrating sensitivity predictions up to 1000%. Our findings are
supported with 3D nanofluidic-nanoelectronic open-source device simulations. Insight in the versatility of the device is
provided through geometrical device optimization and demonstration that the device is sensitive to both positively and
negatively charged molecules in both n- and p-channel FET configurations. These promising features, together with the
immense expertise in MOS fabrication and scaling, offer a path to a highly parallelized and scalable sensor platform for
genomics and proteomics.

Index Terms— nanopore, proteomics, single molecule, translocation

I. INTRODUCTION

Detection of single molecules is the pathway to further
revolutionize the life sciences. Ever since the first single-
molecule detection [1], the number of techniques capable of
single-molecule sensing has increased and so did the number
of applications benefiting from these scientific advances [2],
[3]. Until recently, the two dominant single-molecule sensing
techniques were fluorescence spectrocopy and force spec-
troscopy [4]. One of the major drawbacks of these techniques
is the low throughput.

Nanopore-based detection is a more recent yet very promis-
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ing third technique for single-molecule sensing [5]. With this
technique, which is at the heart of state-of-the-art systems
for DNA sequencing, the translocation of a single molecule
through a nanopore is detected, based on measurements of the
ionic current passing through the pore [6]–[12]. Nanopore-
based sensing allows to take the first steps towards pro-
teomics [13], [14], the stepping stone towards understanding
cellular processes and hence disease development, a signifi-
cantly more challenging task than DNA sequencing for several
reasons. First, there is the lack of biochemical protein ampli-
fication methods [15]. Secondly, the compositional variation
of proteins is larger, because they are built from 20 amino
acid as opposed to the 4 bases that constitute DNA. Finally,
limiting the speed with which individual molecules pass
through the nanopore is key in ensuring a detectable signal. For
DNA molecules a plethora of molecular machines, typically
enzymes, are available to control (i.e., reduce) the speed
with which the DNA molecules pass through the pore [16].
However, such velocity-reduction mechanisms are not readily
available for protein molecules. Detecting single proteins with
nanopores therefore remains challenging.

Whereas to date biological nanopores still outperform their
solid-state counterparts for DNA-based applications, the latter
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offer many advantages for more complex single-molecule
sensing [17], [18]. For example, the size, shape, and surface
properties of the solid-state pore can be readily adjusted to
meet the needs required for optimal sensing of any given
molecule, like e.g. a protein [19]. Also, the formation pro-
cess of solid-state pores is not stochastic in time and in
location, and the pores are physically and chemically more
robust than their biological counterparts, enabling them to
withstand e.g. larger applied voltages. It is, however, the
more straightforward co-integration with electronic devices
that makes switching to solid-state nanopores very attractive
for single-molecule sensing [20]–[25].

A promising candidate within this category of electronic-
current-based and nanopore-based sensing is the nanopore
field-effect transistor (NP-FET), whereby a nanopore is em-
bedded in the channel of a FET, such that a translocating
molecule contributes to gating the FET and hence affects the
FET’s (electronic) current [26]–[31]. This hybrid nanofluidic-
nanoelectronic device aims at the detection of single molecules
which are translocating fast. The larger detection bandwidth is
originating from the significantly larger electronic current used
for sensing, as opposed to the ionic current, used within the
biological-nanopore detection system. This larger electronic
current is furthermore beneficial for the NP-FET’s integration
density, because of the smaller area of the required amplifiers
and hence overall read-out circuitry. Finally, the paralleliza-
tion of NP-FETs also looks inherently more optimistic than
for biological-nanopore-based setups, because separate liquid
reservoirs and individual liquid electrodes are no longer re-
quired [8], [9].

The NP-FET is especially interesting today, as the massive
miniaturization effort over many decades has resulted in state-
of-the-art metal-oxide-semiconductor FETs (MOSFETs) with
gate lengths and body thicknesses below 20 nm, making them
true nano-devices. The dimensions of these nanoelectronic
devices are therefore aligned to the size of molecules of inter-
est, like proteins, which opens up possibilities for enhanced
molecular detection [32]. Together with the maturity of the
silicon platform, with the promise of large-scale integrability
of solid-state nanopores with on-chip electronics and with the
promise of massive parallelism, the NP-FET is therefore up for
a breakthrough in the field of single-molecule detection and
in particular in proteomics. However, the predicted sensitivity
S of the NP-FET, though being reasonable (S ≈ 20 to 30 %),
is not splendid [30].

In this work, we show that the NP-FET, unlike many
other bio-FETs [33], [34], has a unique booster parameter.
In particular, the operating point of the NP-FET can be
set independently from the effective voltage-change, sensed
by the nanopore-gate of the NP-FET, upon a translocation
event. This feature allows to boost the sensitivity of the NP-
FET significantly to values up to S = 1000 %—without a
clear upper limit—as our 3D hybrid nanofluidic-nanoeletronic
device simulations show.

We further increase the insight into the device, by un-
ravelling the geometrical impact on the nanopore FET’s
sensitivity. We document the versatility of the device by
showing that it can be used both in an n-channel and a p-

channel configuration, and that it is sensitive to both positively
and negatively charged molecules, although the sensitivity to
positively charged molecules will typically be larger. Finally,
we show that the sensitivity of the NP-FET is impacted by
both the local charge as well as by the changes in effective
gate voltage of the FET upon a translocation event.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation and structural details

To investigate the promise of the NP-FET, 3D finite-volume
simulations are performed [30], [35]–[37]. While Poisson’s
equation, which relates the charge density to the electrostatic
potential variations, is solved for in the entire device (see
Fig. 1 and App. I), the transport in the different regions of
this hybrid nanofluidic-nanoelectronic device is governed by
region-specific equations. In the semiconductor region of the
MOSFET, the transport of electrons (for an n-channel FET)
and holes (for a p-channel FET) is governed by the drift-
diffusion equation. In the oxide regions, which are made
of dielectric materials, no current flows. Transport in the
(incompressible) fluidic regions is governed by the Nernst-
Planck and the Navier-Stokes equations. Given the absence
of pressure differences between the cis (i.e., top) and trans
(i.e., bottom) reservoirs, the main driving force in the Navier-
Stokes equation is an electric-field based body force [38],
resulting in an electro-osmotic flow. Note that the presence of
traps at the semiconductor-oxide interface is taken into account
as a generation-recombination term in the drift-diffusion model
which contributes a charge density in Poisson’s equation.

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the 3D NP-FET (cross-sectional plane
cuts the device symmetrically along the MOSFET channel length). The
MOSFET has a uniform source and drain doping of 1020 cm−3 (n-type
or p-type doping for respectively n-channel or p-channel MOSFET).
Towards the channel, this doping has a Gaussian profile with a variance
of σ = 4 nm. The MOSFET channel has a uniform counter-doping of
1017 cm−3. The channel length Lch is defined as the distance between
the source-channel and channel-drain junction. Note that the cis elec-
trode is drawn small to better reflect an experimental setup, where the
cis electrode typically is a probe inserted into the electrolyte.

The NP-FET has four electrodes (see Fig. 1). In the fluid,
there are the cis and trans electrodes. The fluid itself consists
of water, a (low-mobility) buffer solution to fix the pH, and
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NP-FET dimension #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
Lch 70 nm 50 nm 30 nm 30 nm 30 nm 30 nm 30 nm 60 nm
Wch 40 nm 40 nm 40 nm 25 nm 25 nm 25 nm 25 nm 60 nm

dpore,fluid 6 nm 6 nm 6 nm 6 nm 5 nm 5 nm 5 nm 5 nm
ttop,ox 10 nm 10 nm 10 nm 10 nm 10 nm 30 nm 10 nm 10 nm
tpore,ox 2 nm 2 nm 2 nm 2 nm 2 nm 2 nm 3 nm 2 nm

Fig. 2. Details of the NP-FET architectures studied. For all architectures, the applied voltages are VDS = VD = 100mV and Vcis-trans = 80mV,
the channel height is Hch = 30 nm, the bottom oxide thickness is tbottom,ox = 10 nm, traps are present at the semiconductor-oxide interface with
a surface trap density of 1011 cm−2, the diameter of the molecule is dmolecule = 3 nm, the relative permittivity of the molecule is εr,mol = 2, the
(uniformly distributed) charge of the molecule is 10 qe, the pH of the fluid is 4, the salt concentration is 1mM NaCl, the silanol surface density is
4.8×1013 cm−2 (whereby the corresponding negative charge-density is pH-dependent).
Note: similar or identical colors are used to highlight the parameter(s) that are different in two different architectures (orange indicates that
architecture #5 is identical to architecture #4 except for the pore diameter in the fluid). This color is then also used for the electrical characteristics
of the architecture with the largest architecture number (e.g. orange curves in Fig. 3 for architecture #5).

an electrolyte, typically a salt, to increase the fluid’s elec-
trical conductivity. These salt ions, upon applying a voltage
difference between the two fluid electrodes, Vcis-trans = Vcis −
Vtrans, provide an observable electrical (ionic) current Icis-trans,
flowing from the cis reservoir through the nanopore to the
trans reservoir. At the same time, the fluid represents the gate
electrode to the FET, both as a top and bottom gate electrode,
with as dielectric the top and bottom oxide respectively, and
as an internal cylindrical gate electrode, with as dielectric the
pore oxide. The other two FET electrodes are the source and
the drain electrode. The voltages VG (gate), VS (source) and
VD (drain), applied to these three electrodes, determine the
FET current IDS flowing from drain to source. In the most
sensitive NP-FET, the current IDS dominantly responds to the
internal cylindrical gate electrode, while the impact of the top
and bottom gate electrodes is negligible.

The sensitivity Sloc,q of the NP-FET to a molecule with
charge q positioned at a location loc inside the nanopore is
defined as:

Sloc,q =
IDS,loc,q − IDS,no molecule

IDS,no molecule
· 100 %. (1)

Upon moving through the nanopore (translocation), the
molecule changes the ionic current but also the electrostatic
potential along the nanopore. The latter represents the gate
electrostatic potential and therefore affects the current through
the FET.

B. Sensitivity versus subthreshold swing

Typical sensitivities of about 20 % have been achieved in
previous predictive work [30]. To achieve these sensitivities, a
nanoscale FET is required. This is dictated in the first place by
the nanopore, which should have a diameter dpore comparable
to the size of the molecule passing through the pore to
maximally affect the fluidic flow: dpore ≤ 10 nm. This diameter
is representative for the effective gate length LG. With such
a short gate, the width of the FET has to be small as well,
to maintain good electrostatic control over the channel [39],
and hence to maximize the change in FET current upon a
translocation event. Since the NP-FET is most comparable to
2 single-gate MOSFETs in parallel, the ratio of half the width
W/2 to the gate length LG (assuming a pore centered along the
width of the FET) is preferable not more than (W−dpore)/2

LG
≤

0.4 or equivalently W−dpore

LG
≤ 0.8 [40]. The latter inequality is

based on the assumption that, as in conventional MOSFETs,
channel length Lch and gate length are comparable. The gate
of the NP-FET has, however, an unconventional structure and
its length is smaller than the channel length. Therefore, the
above inequality is to be used as a qualitative guideline only.
The channel length Lch should not be too long, to maximize
the resistive change near the nanopore with respect to the
total channel resistance. All other design parameters can be
optimized for maximal electrostatic control of the gate over
the channel as in conventional MOSFETs, e.g. the impact of
the height H will be limited while ensuring a thin pore oxide
tox,pore is important to improve the control of the nanopore
gate.

To maximize the sensitivity Sloc,q , the optimal operation
point of the FET has to be determined. Since the sensitivity
represents a relative change in current, it is linked to the
subthreshold swing (SS), which is defined as the gate-voltage
shift required to induce a relative current change of one
decade. In particular, if the molecule would induce a fixed
(i.e., independent of the transistor operation point) voltage shift
∆Vch,q in the nanopore at the location of the semiconductor
channel and provided that the gate control occurs through the
fluidic potential in the nanopore only, the following would
apply (see also Ref. [33]):

SSS
loc,q =

10∆Vch,q/SS × IDS,no molecule − IDS,no molecule

IDS,no molecule
· 100 %

=
(

10∆Vch,q/SS − 1
)
· 100 %. (2)

Equation 2 indicates that the highest sensitivity is obtained for
the smallest value of SS. The most favorable operation condi-
tion of the FET is therefore operation near or below threshold,
for an architecture that has tight gate control over the channel
and a low trap density at the oxide-semiconductor interface.
There is of course some impact of the transistor operation point
on the fluidic flow and hence on the value of ∆Vch,q . At the
same time, the voltage shift in the nanopore is not fixed over
the entire height of the semiconductor channel and this non-
uniform gating affects the FET current differently in different
operating regimes. Finally, the FET is also locally affected
by a direct action of molecular charge (the latter impact will
not be investigated in detail in this manuscript, as there is no
design parameter identified to enhance the molecular charge
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Fig. 3. Simulated electrical characteristics and sensitivity of the NP-FET architectures detailed in Fig. 2 at VDS = 100mV and Vcis-trans = 80mV:
(a)-(b) IDS-Vcis characteristics of the NP-FETs with an open pore (no molecule); (c) SS-Vcis characteristics corresponding to (a)-(b), with SS =

dVGS
dlog10IDS

; (d) Sensitivity versus Vcis according to Eq. 1; (e) Sensitivity versus Vcis according to Eq. 2 for architectures #1-4 with a realistic (based
on 3D simulations) voltage shift ∆Vch,+10 qe = 9mV. (f) The key architecture features of Fig. 2 are repeated here for ease of comparison.

action). Therefore, Eq. 2 will only approximately hold, yet the
qualitative trend of improved sensitivity for smaller values of
SS is expected to be observable.

3D hybrid nanofluidic-nanoelectronic device simulations
have been executed to document the NP-FET performance
and its dependence on geometrical parameters and operating
voltage. Figure 3(a)-(b) and App.Fig. 7(a) show the open-
pore IDS-Vcis characteristics of the different architectures in
Fig. 2. Architectures #1, #2 and #3 show the impact of a
variation in channel length Lch (70, 50 and 30 nm, respec-
tively). As expected, the current becomes larger and more
difficult to turn off as Lch decreases, because the source-
drain electrostatic barrier becomes smaller and the gate looses
electrostatic control over the channel, as discussed before. The
better SS of architecture #1 versus #2 or #3 is quantified in
Fig. 3(c). Decreasing the channel width Wch (#3 to #4, 40 nm
to 25 nm, resp.) decreases the current, as the cross-sectional
area between source and drain decreases, and improves SS,
due to the better electrostatic control of the gate. The IDS-VGS
characteristics of #4 are comparable to the ones of #2, as
they have about the same Wch/Lch ratio. Decreasing the pore
diameter in the fluid dpore,fluid (#4 to #5, 6 nm to 5 nm, resp.)
or increasing the thickness of the top oxide ttop,ox (#5 to #6,
10 nm to 30 nm, resp.) does not affect the open-pore IDS-VGS
characteristics, but will have an impact on the sensitivity of
the NP-FET, as will be discussed later. Increasing the pore
oxide thickness tpore,ox (#5 to #7, 2 nm to 3 nm, resp.), with
the dominant gate action of the FET via the pore, increases
SS somewhat (see App.Fig. 7(b)) but this change is hardly
observable in the IDS-Vcis characteristics (see App.Fig. 7(a)).
Finally, an increase in both Lch and Wch with roughly the same

ratio (#5 to #8) does not affect the IDS-VGS very much, but
will have an impact on the sensitivity, as will be discussed
next.

The sensitivity of each NP-FET to the translocation of a
spherical molecule, with uniformly distributed positive charge
of 10 qe, is shown in Fig. 3(d) as a function of Vcis. The sensi-
tivity value is calculated according to Eq. 1 with blocked-pore
current values extracted from 3D simulations with a molecule
positioned centrally in the pore at the height of the channel-to-
bottom-oxide interface (the plane of the channel-to-top-oxide
being the reference plane). This location has been shown to be
the location of highest sensitivity [30]. As expected from Eq. 2,
the sensitivity increases as the transistor is operated more in
subthreshold, where the SS is the lowest. For architectures
#1 to #3, the change in sensitivity with decreasing Lch can
be linked to their SS value. Decreasing Wch enhances the
efficiency of the molecular charge in turning on the FET (a
proportionally larger volume is impacted in narrower devices)
and increases nanopore-oxide gating with respect to top- and
bottom-oxide gating. Therefore the sensitivity of architecture
#4 increases over architecture #2, despite the nearly identical
IDS-Vcis characteristics. Decreasing the pore diameter dpore,fluid
(#4 to #5) results in a larger local fluidic resistance in the pore
around the molecule. For a molecule at height −30 nm (refer-
enced to the top-oxide-semiconductor interface), the potential
along Hch is therefore closer to Vcis in architecture #5 and
hence S-30nm,10 qe increases. Increasing ttop,ox (#5 to #6) gives
a lower reference current IDS,no molecule while the current for a
blocked pore is comparable, hence the sensitivity increases
further. The impact of increasing tpore,ox (#5 to #7) on the
sensitivity is mostly explained by the slightly lower SS values.
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Finally, an increasing Wch (#5 to #8) decreases the efficiency
of the molecular charge in turning on the FET and decreases
the nanopore-oxide gating versus the top- and bottom-oxide
gating (see #2 to #4 too). Therefore, the sensitivity decreases
despite the comparable IDS-Vcis characteristics.

The expected sensitivity based on SS values only is dis-
played in Fig. 3(e) for architectures #1-4. The figure displays
the results of Eq. 2, which assumes that the only impact
of the molecule is a fixed voltage shift in the nanopore
(∆Vch,10 qe = 9 mV is used, based on simulation data).
Qualitatively, Fig. 3(d) and (e) are similar. However, the local
impact of the charge on the FET gating and therefore on the
sensitivity is not captured in Eq. 2, which results in deviations,
particularly in architecture #4.

For the architectures #5 and #8, the performance of an
NP-FET based on a p-channel FET (opposite doping type in
source, drain and channel compared to n-channel FET) is also
determined (see App. III). The simulations show that similar
sensitivities are achieved with both FET configurations.

C. The nanopore analyzed

The impact of the molecule on the fluidic transport is
documented in Fig. 4 for achitecture #8. In the absence
of a molecule, the negative surface charge density at the
pore oxide (due to the deprotonation of the surface silanol
groups) enhances and depletes respectively the cation and
anion concentrations inside the pore with respect to the exter-
nal reservoirs (see Fig. 4(a)). In the presence of a positively
charged (10 qe) molecule at a distance of 10 nm from the trans
reservoir, the ion concentrations locally change again, whereby
the cation concentrations decrease (as they are repelled by
the positive charge) and the anion concentrations increase. At
10 nm distance from the molecule, the molecular charge is
fully screened and the concentrations have resumed the values
they would have in the absence of a charged molecule.

At an applied bias of Vcis-trans = 80 mV, the Na+ and H+

ion current densities are dominant (see Fig. 4(b)) and nearly
equal, since the H+ mobility is roughly a factor of 10 larger
than the Na+ mobility. The presence of a positively charged
molecule decreases the total current density, because the drop
in cation concentration locally around the molecule increases
the electrical fluidic resistance. Detailed investigation shows
that at the pore entrances, there is both a strong drift and
diffusion component to the current density, while at the inside
of the pore (more than 10 nm away from the pore entrances
or from a molecule) there is only a drift component. Along
the entire pore, the convection current is very small for the
given operating conditions and its contribution can therefore
be neglected. Note that the local variation in current density
at the location of the molecule reflects the dependence of the
current density on the proximity of the molecule (the total ion
current through the nanopore is constant at each cross section
since steady-state solutions are solved for).

To analyze the change in gate action for the NP-FET
dependent on the presence or absence of a charged molecule,
the electrostatic potential together with the electrochemical
potential of the dominant ion species is shown in Fig. 4(c)

Fig. 4. Fluidic transport for architecture #8 with (solid) or without
(dashed) the presence of a charged molecule at a depth of −30 nm
for Vcis-trans = 80mV and Vcis = 400mV: (a) ion concentrations; (b)
ion drift-diffusion current densities and total convection current density;
(c) electrostatic (ψ) and electrochemical (φF ) potential of H+ and Na+

with a positively charged molecule (+10 qe) and (d) with a negatively
charged molecule (−10 qe). The data correspond to the values on a
straight line at 2 nm distance from the center of the pore. Note: X–

represents the ensemble of all molecules which released H+.
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for a positively charged molecule and in Fig. 4(d) for a
negatively charged molecule. In the absence of a molecule, the
electrostatic potential changes rather linearly along the pore. A
positively charged molecule causes a larger fluidic resistance
at the location of the molecule, and hence a more gradually
changing electrostatic potential in the remaining part of the
pore. The electrostatic potential in the pore is therefore af-
fected in two ways: on the one hand, the electrostatic potential
with a positively charged molecule at a depth of −30 nm is
more positive in the section of 0 nm depth to −20 nm depth
than without molecule due to the changes in relative fluidic
resistance (i.e., resistive divider effect), on the other hand,
the positive charge creates a local increase in electrostatic
potential towards more positive values. Both effects increase
the FET current compared to when no molecule is present.
For a negatively charged molecule, which locally decreases
the fluidic resistance, the change in electrostatic potential due
to relative changes in fluidic resistance is more limited, so the
dominant impact on the electrostatic potential, for the oper-
ating conditions as simulated in Fig. 4(d), is due to the local
impact of the molecular charge. A more detailed description
of the fluidic transport with a negatively charged molecule is
provided in App. IV where App.Fig. 9(c) illustrates the larger
sensitivity of the NP-FET to positively charged molecules
as compared to negatively charged molecules. Note that this
larger sensitivity is linked to the negative silanol charge density
and therefore, it is not an inherent feature of the NP-FET.

D. Sensitivity booster

To increase the sensitivity further, the data in Fig. 4(c)
suggest that the NP-FET, unlike many other bio-FETs, has
a unique booster parameter. Upon increasing Vcis-trans, the
average electrostatic potential value inside the pore along the
semiconductor channel in the presence of a positively charged
molecule, will deviate more and more from the average
electrostatic potential value inside the open pore. Unlike a
typical bio-FET, for which an increase in Vcis-trans increases
both the signal of interest and the reference signal, such that
the sensitivity remains unchanged (see Eq. 1), the NP-FET
allows one to set the reference FET current (i.e., when no
molecule is present) through the average value of the voltages
Vcis and Vtrans. The reference FET current value can therefore
be decoupled from Vcis-trans. An increase of the average elec-
trostatic potential translates in an exponential increase in the
current when the FET is operated in subthreshold and hence
an exponential increase in sensitivity (see Eq. 2). In strong
inversion, the boost is more modest, starting from a linear
increase in current with gate voltage change around threshold
towards very small increases as the FET is operated more
strongly in inversion. These assessments are qualitative only,
as the sensitivity will also be impacted by the local charge,
as well as by the (molecule-independent) gating through top
and bottom oxide. To make a quantitative assessment, 3D
simulations are required.

The sensitivity boost of the NP-FET is illustrated in Fig. 5(a)
with 3D hybrid nanofluidic-nanoelectronic device simulations.
The sensitivity displayed is not the default sensitivity, which is

Fig. 5. Impact of increasing Vcis-trans for architecture #6: (a) increase
in maximum sensitivity for Vcis = {0, 0.28, 0.40, 0.56, 0.69} V;
(b) increase in electrostatic potential (ψ) difference for a positively
charged molecule at a depth of loc = −30 nm (top curve) versus
loc = +20 nm (bottom curve) with Vcis = 0.56V; (c) difference in
electrostatic potential between the top and bottom curve in (b) at a
depth of loc = 0 nm (corresponding to the length of the black arrows
in (b)). In (b), the electrochemical potential (φF ) of H+ is shown for
Vcis-trans = 80mV, illustrating the blocking impact of the molecule. The
data in (b) correspond to the values on a straight line at 2 nm distance
from the center of the pore.

determined with respect to the reference signal in the absence
of a molecule (see Eq. 1), rather it is the maximum sensitivity,
which captures the difference between the largest and the
smallest FET current as the molecule translocates:

Smax,q =
IDS,loc.max,q − IDS,loc.min,q

IDS,loc.min,q
· 100 %. (3)

For architecture #6 (Fig. 5), loc.max = −30 nm and
loc.min = +20 nm. Details of the fluidic transport with a
charged molecule at the top of the pore, similar to architecture
#6 with loc.min = +20 nm, are provided in App. V includ-
ing sensitivity predictions. Figure 5(a) shows that similar to
Fig. 3(c), the sensitivity is larger as the FET is operated more
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in subthreshold (threshold voltage VT ≈ 0.5 V). As expected,
increasing Vcis-trans improves the sensitivity more than linearly.
Impressive sensitivity values up to 1000 % are predicted for
Vcis-trans = 320 mV. Larger Vcis-trans values have not been
simulated due to numerical reasons (i.e., lack of convergence),
but it is clear that the NP-FET has the potential for even larger
sensitivities.

The electrostatic potential profile close to the nanopore edge
is shown in Fig. 5(b). As is illustrated for a depth of 0 nm (see
black arrows, also plotted explicitly in Fig. 5(c)), the difference
in electrostatic potential as the molecule translocates from
+20 to −30 nm increases with increasing values of Vcis-trans
and is therefore supporting the observed boost in sensitivity
in Fig. 5(a). The electrochemical potential difference of H+

is shown too for Vcis-trans = 80 mV. It illustrates the local
blocking impact of the molecule in the nanopore.

The sensitivity of the NP-FET can be further increased
by replacing the conventional MOSFET with a steep-slope
FET (SS-value < 60mV/dec), e.g. a tunnel-FET or a steep-
slope ferroelectric FET [41]–[43], such that the FET current
changes more strongly for the same effective gate voltage
change occuring during a translocation event (see Eq. 2) [33].
Note, however, that operation in subthreshold at lower current
levels, also lowers the maximum bandwidth of the FET.

III. CONCLUSION

The nanopore-FET is a nanofluidic-nanoelectronic device,
which is only feasible because of state-of-the-art sub-50 nm
FET processing capabilities, allowing the integration of a sub-
10 nm diameter pore in a sub-50 nm wide FET. This single-
molecule sensing FET has a unique booster parameter, unlike
many other bio-FETs. The operating point of the NP-FET can
be set by the average value of Vcis and Vtrans, independent of the
value of Vcis-trans. Increasing the value of the latter parameter
therefore boosts the sensitivity of the NP-FET enormously:
sensitivity values of 1000 % have been demonstrated via 3D
hybrid nanofluidic-nanoelectronic device simulations, but there
is no hard upper limit to the achievable sensitivity.

Details of the NP-FET behavior have been documented. In
particular, it has been shown that the NP-FET can operate with
both an n-channel and a p-channel configuration. Furthermore,
due to the typically negative silanol surface charge density at
the pore oxide, the NP-FET is more sensitive to molecules with
a positive charge than to molecules with a negative charge.
Finally, the sensitivity is impacted by both the average change
in electrostatic potential along the nanopore at the height of
the FET’s channel, as well as by the local impact of the charge
of the molecule on the FET’s channel.

Our findings therefore motivate further research to unravel
the full potential of the NP-FET. In particular, the sensitivity
to larger (real) molecules needs to be studied as well as the
expected noise and hence the achievable signal-to-noise ratio
of a complete NP-FET system, including read-out circuitry.
In such a more complete study, additional sensitivity boosters,
such as replacing the conventional FET with a steep-slope
FET, should be included.

APPENDIX I
METHODS

The 3D hybrid nanofluidic-nanoelectronic device simu-
lations are performed with a finite-volume implementation
in OpenFoam v1812 [35]. A structured mesh consisting of
rectangular volumes is used. The maximal mesh spacing is
about 3 nm, with a graded meshing down to mesh spacings
of 0.2 nm. The latter is used in regions where large variations
are expected, e.g. around the nanopore.

Before starting the simulation, the doping profile in source,
drain and channel region of the semiconductor are specified by
the user. Furthermore, the trap density at the semiconductor-
oxide interface is defined, as well as the silanol density at the
oxide-fluid interface.

The self-consistent simulation procedure is outlined in the
flowchart of App.Fig. 6. The procedure starts with initializa-
tions. First the electrostatic potential Ψ is initialized in the
entire structure, whereby its value at the cis electrode and at
the trans electrode is based on the externally applied voltage
to these electrodes. In the semiconductor, initialization of the
electrochemical potential ΦF of the relevant carrier (electron
or hole) is done, whereby its value at the source electrode
and at the drain electrode is based on the externally applied
voltage to these electrodes. In the fluid, initialization of the
various ion concentrations c{Na+,Cl−,H+,X−} is done, whereby
the value at the cis electrode and at the trans electrode is
based on the user-specified values at these electrodes. Note
that X– represents the total of all anions in the fluid, except
for Cl–. Finally, the initialization is completed by calculating
the missing value of celectron or hole in the semiconductor and
the missing value of ΦF for each ion in the liquid based on
the following equation:

c = c0 exp
z (ΦF −Ψ)

Vth
, (4)

with c0 a material-dependent intrinsic concentration, z the
number (including sign) of unit charges of the carrier or ion
considered, and Vth = kT

q the thermal voltage (with k the
Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and q the unit of
charge).

Next, the self-consistent loop starts. First a new value for
Ψ is determined based on its initial value and an application
of Newton’s method to the Poisson Equation:

∇ · [ε0εr (r)∇Ψ (r)] = −ρ (r) , (5)

with ε0 the dielectric constant of vacuum and εr (r) and ρ (r)
respectively the relative dielectric constant and the charge
density at every location in the system. In a next step, the
drift-diffusion charge current density JDD is determined for
the relevant carrier in the semiconductor with a Scharfetter-
Gummel discretization [44] based on the following equation:

JDD (r) = −qµnn (r)∇ΦF,n (r)− qµpp (r)∇ΦF,p (r), (6)

with µn the electron mobility, n the electron density, µp
the hole mobility and p the hole density. This drift-diffusion
current value is then used to determine a new value for ΦF in
the semiconductor based on its initial value and an application
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Start

Initialize electrostatic pot. Ψ,
electrochemical pot. ΦF and

carrier/ion concentr. c (Eq. 4)

Update Ψ (Eq. 5, {ΦF,c}-values)

(a) Calculate JDD (Eq. 6)
using Scharfetter-Gummel discret. [44]
(b) Update ΦF,semi (Eq. 7, {Ψ,c}-values)

For each ion: (a) Calculate JNP (Eq. 8)
(b) Update ΦF,ion (Eq. 11, {Ψ,c}-values)

Calculate JNS (Eq. 12)

δmax < threshold?

Finish

Input: - Ψ (all)
- ΦF (semicond)
- {cion} (liquid)

no

yes

Fig. 6. Self-consistent simulation procedure.

of Newton’s method to the current continuity equation in the
semiconductor:

∇ · JDD (r) = 0. (7)

Note that the Caughey-Thomas mobility model is implemented
in the semiconductor region, providing both a concentration-
and a field-dependent mobility, the latter reflecting velocity
saturation [45].

Fig. 7. Simulated electrical characteristics of the NP-FET architectures
#5 to #7, detailed in Fig. 2, at VDS = 100mV and Vcis-trans = 80mV:
(a) IDS-Vcis characteristics of the NP-FETs with an open pore (no
molecule); (b) SS-Vcis characteristics corresponding to (a).

The same steps are then applied to the liquid, where now the
Nernst-Planck equation is used to determine the charge current
density contribution of each ion {Na+,Cl–, H+ and X–}:
JNP,ion (r) = zionF [−µioncion (r)∇ΦF,ion (r) + u (r) cion (r)] ,

(8)
with

∇ΦF,ion (r) = ∇Ψ (r) + kT/ (qzioncion)∇cion (r), (9)
Dion = µion kT/ (qzion) , (10)

with F the Faraday constant, µion the ion mobility, u the
fluid velocity and Dion the ion diffusivity. A concentration-
dependent mobility is implemented for Na+ and Cl–, while
the mobility of H+ and X– is taken fixed at µ =
50×10−4 cm2 ·V−1 · s−1. The ion current value of Eq. 8 is
then used to determine a new value for ΦF,ion based on its
initial value and an application of Newton’s method to the
current continuity equation in the fluid:

∇ · JNP,ion (r) = 0, (11)

assuming an incompressible fluid. Finally, the steady-state
Navier-Stokes equation is used to update the fluid velocity:

∇ · (ρu⊗ u)− µfluid∇ · (∇⊗ u) = −∇p+ f , (12)
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with µfluid the fluid dynamic viscosity (which is assumed to
be constant) and with the body force f given by:

f = −F∇Ψ
∑
ion

zioncion. (13)

After this calculation, there is a convergence check point: if
the maximum of all registered adjustments to electrostatic and
electrochemical potential is smaller than a predefined threshold
(i.e., if the convergence criterion is met), the simulation
finishes. If convergence is not reached yet, a new loop is
started by first fine-tuning Ψ again and then ΦF as shown
in App.Fig. 6.

APPENDIX II
CHARACTERISTICS OF NP-FET ARCHS. #5 TO #7

App.Fig. 7(a) shows the open-pore IDS-Vcis characteristics
of the architectures #5 to #7, described in detail in Fig. 2. The
corresponding SS values are displayed in App.Fig. 7(b). As
can be seen, the electrical characteristics are nearly coinciding,
yet as discussed in the main manuscript, the sensitivity of the
different architectures differs (see Fig. 3(d)).

APPENDIX III
N-CHANNEL VERSUS P-CHANNEL NP-FET

In a p-channel FET, there is opposite doping type compared
to an n-channel FET in source, channel and drain (respectively
p-type, n-type and p-type) and the device current is determined
by the hole mobility instead of by the electron mobility,
while other parameters remain the same. As is illustrated in
App.Fig. 8, the NP-FET works both with an n-channel FET
and with a p-channel FET. The rather symmetric positive
sensitivity curves show that limited impact is expected from
the type of FET. Note that the sensitivity of the p-channel NP-
FET to a positively charged molecule has a negative value,
because the current decreases upon increasing the average
electrostatic potential in the pore.

Fig. 8. Simulated sensitivity for a p-channel (left) and n-channel (right)
version of architecture #5 (light color curves) and #8 (dark color curves)
in the presence of respectively a positively (10qe) and a negatively
charged molecule (−10qe) at a depth of -30 nm for Vcis-trans = 80 mV.

APPENDIX IV
NEGATIVELY CHARGED MOLECULE

The sensitivity of the NP-FET, with its typically negative
silanol surface charge density, is dependent on the sign of the
molecular charge. In particular, the NP-FET is more sensitive
to positively charged molecules than to negatively charged
molecules, as can be seen in App.Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Fluidic transport for architecture #8 with (solid) or without
(dashed) the presence of a negatively charged molecule (−10qe) at a
depth of -30 nm for Vcis-trans = 80 mV and Vcis = 400 mV: (a) ion concen-
trations and (b) ion drift-diffusion current densities and total convection
current density. The data correspond to the values on a straight line at
2 nm distance from the center of the pore. (c) Simulated sensitivity in
the presence of a positively (10qe) and a negatively charged molecule
(−10qe).

A negatively charged molecule causes an increase in the
already dominant cation concentration (see App.Fig. 9(a)),
resulting in a modest increase in the cation ion currents (see
App.Fig. 9(b)), while the anion and convection currents stay
small. This modest increase is reflected in a more limited
change of the electrostatic potential in the section of 0 nm
depth to −20 nm depth than in the case of a positively charged
molecule (see comparison of Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d)) and hence
in a more limited sensitivity to the negatively charged molecule
due to a more limited impact of the resistive divider effect (see
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App.Fig. 9(c)). In fact, the sensitivity to negatively charged
molecules of this particular NP-FET is almost exclusively due
to the local impact of the molecular charge on the channel
of the FET. Note that the sensitivity is negative, as both the
negative charge and resistive divider effect induce a more
negative electrostatic potential than is present in the absence of
a molecule. Further note that the impact of a neutral molecule
has been partially treated before [30].

APPENDIX V
MOLECULE AT THE TOP OF THE PORE

In the main manuscript, the emphasis has been on the
sensitivity of the NP-FET to a molecule at the bottom of
the pore, where the sensitivity is the largest. However, the
sensitivity to a particle moving through the top of the pore is
also non-negligible as will be discussed here.

The cation and anion concentrations change similarly to
when the positively charged molecule is present near the
bottom of the pore (compare Fig. 4(a) to App.Fig. 10(a)).
As a consequence, also the dominant current density has a
similar value compared to when the molecule is present near
the bottom of the pore (compare Fig. 4(b) to App.Fig. 10(b)).
The impact on the electrostatic potential is different, however.
On the one hand, the large fluidic resistance at the top of the
pore causes a lower electrostatic potential near the channel
of the FET. On the other hand, the positive charge of the
molecule tries to increase the electrostatic potential, thereby
counteracting the impact of the resistive divider effect. Overall,
the sensitivity for this particular example is a lowering of the
effective electrostatic potential, which can be seen from the
negative value of the sensitivity obtained.

The further the molecule is away from the channel, while
still blocking the pore near the top of the pore, the stronger
the impact of lowering the channel electrostatic potential,
and hence the more negative the sensitivity will be. This is
especially the case for architecture #6, for which the top oxide
is thicker (30 nm), such that the FET is impacted almost
exclusively by a resistive divider effect, resulting in larger
values for Smax as a molecule passes through.
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